
04064: "an overwhelming start of the month with a lot of journalists contacting me 

while up in the mountains making my heart somewhat close and a bit preoccupying 

myrthe visiting me but then feeling happy again planning my show-room in the alps 

although also getting quite dark overworking with a shelf I wanted to put instead 

of the big bed and then going to the netherlands and feeling good despite getting 

back pain after running and then at last having a very nice sunny weekend with 

myrthe walking randomly around"

15064: "to begin with experiencing pollution while driving around in vicenza and 

also a bit in the town of schio below my mountain cottage but mostly breathing 

good and fresh air up ion the mountains and even in milan despite walking all 

throughout it and then breathing quite some bad air going in the stockholm suburbs 

to  look  for  a  rabbit  for  august  and  breathing  relatively  clean  air  in  the 

netherlandds other than when driving to belgium to meet a professor and getting 

there a bit stuck in traffic and even breathing good air while in amsterdam but 

not that good commuting back to sweden and breathing the airplane emission through 

the air conditioning"

01135: "a month started in italy working really hard in my mountain cottage now 

deciding to build my show-room there despite myrthe still wanting me to do things 

in the netherlands and now building also a wall with a shelf to host my archival 

boxes while also preparing the living room to host all my devices and later going 

shortly back to sweden and doing quite some cleaning in liselott's apartment and 

then working only a little in the netherlands on my archival model running around 

to organize a small exhibit there and finally going back to sweden using not so 

many objects particularly while traveling until at last coming back to italy and 

resuming all my work with a lot of traveling by car to get equipment and the extra 

phone i use to check my e-mails"

16076: "a period now really feeling the spring with several days of sun but also 

quite cold particularly in the netherlands where i also felt the warm sun going 

out running and walking with myrthe but also experienced cloudy mornings to only 

find the sun in the afternoon and then going back to sweden to find a dreadful 

weather despite one day spent walking after a conference in katrineholm and at 

last experiencing italy warm and burning sun but also even snow up in my mountain 

cottage with sweet myrthe who brought the cold weather"

18072: "a day with relatively little wind spent initially with august feeling 

wind around his neighborhood and then in utrecht walking up and down the city to 

prepare my upcoming exhibit but particularly when back in sweden feeling quite a 

cold wind to then appreciate relatively little wind in italy and then the usual 

heavy night wind in the mountains but also waiting to pick up myrthe in mestre"

05075: "quite some walking at first exploring a bit august's neighborhood in 

sweden walking with him around the wood behind his house and then walking to the 

metro station but also walking a bit in stockholm with jacek and then much in



utrecht particularly during a sunny day getting lost with myrthe in utrecht and 

also in amsterdam before going to italy and walking there twice to monte enna and 

not so much with a lot of renovation undergoing"

13097: "filming made to begin with exploring both the irish urban environment but 

particularly a most beautiful nature like reaching the wiklow mountains by bus and 

exploring a bit there but particularly walking a long way along the coast filming 

beautiful landscapes to then return briefly to sweden and then go to my shelter in 

the italian alps filming also there the beautiful nature as well as scenes from 

the city of schio and vicenza but mostly of milan taking many videos there of 

public spaces transforming with the world expo coming up and finally also filming 

the usual places in utrecht going up and down to fix my exhibition"

12096: "still  lot of casualties in muslim countries afflicted by conflict like in 

syria as well as now in yemen where the president was removed but particularly 

shocking the news of a german pilot committing suicide crashing a plane with many 

kids in the france alps and beside that also a lot of sinking boats and again 

mulism terrorists shooting innocents in a university campus in kenya"

06040: "a period with very scattered running at first waiting for the snow to 

melt away and then feeling stressed with my thesis but also stiff in my back 

proven by all the seating however feeling quite trained and energized with all the 

walking also in the alps and at last going for the eliptical at the university to 

avoid pressing my back"

15065: "a month with bad air mostly experienced driving around the ocean of cars in 

the northern italian cities like in vicenza looking for a bag to transport my 

prints but also in the little city of schio buying things for my little mountain 

shelter  and  otherwise  breathing  the  good  spring  air  of  the  mountains  also 

traveling with myrthe by train to other cities like padua and then driving in 

sweden with a rented car to visit august but finding good air there as well as in 

the netherlands visiting also the city of dordrecht and breathing the ocean air"

04065:  "a  month  starting  feeling  really  bad  with  my  mother  doing  very  bad 

propaganda against me and generally cutting me out but then feel nice to be 

reunited with myrthe and not so nice about all the parying around her house but 

finally tuning very well with her and nice conference people to at last going to 

frankfurt feeling very good amount mounting my installation but not so good about 

having  received  little  press  coverage  and  at  last  feeling  very  happy  at  the 

opening with all the other artists"

13098: "filming in public spaces mostly in the netherlands walking up and down 

utrecht to fix a gallery show there but also in amsterdam with sweet myrthe and 

even going a bit inuitively out of the utrecht outskirt to then be briefly in 

sweden exploring and filming katrineholm during a conference to finally go to 

italy  mostly  taking  short  walks  in  the  mountains  but  also  in  vicenza  and



particularly in padua finding a beautiful weather there and then going to the 

netherlands again taking a nice walk and filming the beautiful landscape around 

dordrecht as well as filming outside of breda and all the way into belgium to at 

last going to frankfurt for a show and filming the city as well as a southern 

village next to the black forest where i stayed with a german artist"

17053: "still in sweden again spending time running out by the lake and observing 

the clouds form there as well as when picking august at school observing many 

angels and birds but as well much aquatic creatures and an boat"

11098: "trash picked while in sweden and later visiting myrthe in the netherlands 

but  picking  very  little  because  of  the  weather  and  mostly  in  utrecht  and 

maastricht but also belgium where the weather was better"

11099: "trash picked while in italy mostly walking up and down the little town of 

schio not too far from my mountain cottage but also back in sweden despite the 

winter weather"

11100: "still some trash picked in italy particularly from my parents' city of 

vicenza but also much picked in dublin walking extensively throughout all areas of 

the city finding interesting fliers with the irish old celtic language"




